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Science Policy Research Report: Funding Team Science
Executive Summary

Team science is the collaboration of two or more scientists working interdependently towards a common research goal. As funding agencies, such as the National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of Health, continue to promote team science, it is important to evaluate how team size impacts team process (how the team works together) and team performance (what the team produces). Given scarce financial resources, an important science policy issue is how to effectively allocate funding to teams of varying sizes. For example, given a remaining program budget of US$1.5M, when is it better to fund one larger team of 15 scientists ($1.5M for entire team) versus three smaller teams of five scientists ($500,000 for each team)? And should the funding decision differ for projects with low versus high complexity (e.g., interdisciplinary, multi-institutional, and/or variety of interdependent sub-tasks required by the work)?

Through a review of published empirical research on science teams, this report explores the benefits and costs of funding teams of varying sizes. In addition to synthesizing the literature on team size in science, the analysis also includes recent research on science team complexity. A distinction is made in the literature between smaller-scale studies (e.g., dozens to hundreds of teams) and larger-scale studies (e.g., thousands to millions of teams). Furthermore, to assess whether the evidence identified is robust and reliable, three categories are used to classify prior empirical work on science teams: (a) strong causal inference (e.g., laboratory experiments and field experiments), (b) moderate causal inference (e.g., longitudinal studies with appropriate controls), and (c) weak causal inference (e.g., cross-sectional surveys and observational studies).

Empirical findings from the literature review on science team size highlight a puzzle: While smaller-scale studies on science teams primarily demonstrate a negative relationship between team size and process (e.g., larger teams, on average, report being less well-coordinated than smaller teams), larger-scale studies on science teams primarily demonstrate a positive relationship between team size and performance (e.g., larger teams produce more publications, patents, and citations than smaller teams). The implication is that while funding larger teams can make research integration more difficult (especially teams high in complexity), it can also increase member effort, expertise, and division of labor. However, since larger-scale studies on science teams have focused on performance (and not on process), future research should focus on why team size is positively related to performance in science teams.

Based on the evidence, policy recommendations are provided to guide the allocation of funding to team science in order to facilitate complex problem solving, new research discoveries, and technological innovation. Specific policy recommendations for funding agencies include (1) adding team size as a factor in the evaluation of proposals, (2) adding research integration as a factor in the evaluation of proposals with high complexity, and (3) running experiments to assess how evaluating team size and research integration impacts team performance. Suggestions for implementing these recommendations include: (1a) requiring PIs to justify team size in proposals, (1b) requiring reviewers to evaluate team size justification, (2a) requiring PIs to include research integration plans when team complexity is high, (2b) requiring reviewers to evaluate research integration plans when team complexity is high, and (3) randomly assigning proposals to panels in which team size and research integration are evaluated or not evaluated.
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“...while the increasing size of team-based research projects brings greater scientific expertise and more advanced instrumentation to a research question, it also increases the time required for communication and coordination of work (pg. 1).”

-- *Enhancing the Effectiveness of Team Science* (National Academies Press, 2015)

Imagine you are a funding agency program officer with US$1.5M remaining in your budget. You have 4 proposals on your desk, all with the highest possible ratings. One proposal has a 15-member team. Each of the other three proposals has a 5-member team. Furthermore, the proposed science for the one 15-member team is identical to the proposed science across the three 5-member teams. All else equal, when should you spend your remaining budget on the 15-member team, and when should you spend it on the three 5-member teams? Should your decision depend on team complexity – number of member disciplines, member institutions, or variety of interdependent sub-tasks required by the work? This research report explores the science policy implications of funding teams of scientists. In particular, it focuses on what the empirical evidence says about the tradeoffs of funding larger versus smaller science teams.

Teams are typically defined as the collaboration of two or more members working interdependently towards a common goal (Borner, et al. 2010; Fiore, 2008; Guimera, et al., 2005; Hackman, 1987; Katz & Martin, 1997; Kozlowski & Ilgen, 2006; Stokols, et al., 2008). The science itself conducted by teams can range from basic to applied science, from engineering to technology development, or from invention to product extension. Team science can take place in universities, corporate labs, government organizations, and other institutions engaged in science (National Academies Press, 2015).

A steady increase in the size of science teams over the past 50 years has resulted in renewed interest in the topic of team size (Hudson, 1996; Lariviere, et al., 2015; Leahey, 2016; Petersen, Pavlidis, & Semendeferi, 2014). For example, Wuchty, Jones, and Uzzi (2007) analyzed close to 20 million publications and reported (a) an increase in the percentage of papers with two or more authors in Science & Engineering (from 50% in 1960 to 80% in 2000) and (b) an increase in the number of publication authors in Science & Engineering (going from a mean of 2 authors in 1960 to a mean of 3.5 authors in 2000). By 2013, the percentage of Science & Engineering publications with 2 or more authors had reached 90%. While some disciplines, such as physics (e.g., Large Hadron Collider; Merali, 2010), astronomy (Planck observatory; Seljak, 2012), and genomics (The ENCODE Project Consortium, 2012), have successfully deployed large “teams” of 100s or 1000s of members, it is important to note that 95% of Science & Engineering publications still have 10 or fewer authors (National Academies Press, 2015).

Public and private investment have played a critical role in the advancement of team science (Stokols et al., 2008). Funding agency program managers want to allocate resources to optimize complex problem solving, new research discoveries, and technological innovation. Resource allocation includes determining which teams should get funded and how much funding they should get. Traditional funding mechanisms (e.g., NSF Core Program awards or NIH Research Project Grant Program [R01] awards) as well as special programs (e.g., DARPA Grand
Challenges or NSF/NIH Brain Initiative) have encouraged larger teams across academic institutions to tackle broader, more complex, larger-scale, and/or inter-disciplinary research questions (Croyle, 2012; Cummings & Kiesler, 2005; Dahlander & McFarland, 2013; Defazio, Lockett, & Wright, 2009; Jones, Wuchty, & Uzzi, 2008; Wadman, 2010).

Scope of Teams Considered in the Review of Scientific Evidence

Given that a range of scientific disciplines have studied the topic of team science (e.g., organizational behavior, psychology, sociology, economics, science studies, research policy, computer science, physics, social science & medicine), an inter-disciplinary review of the empirical findings is required to create a deeper understanding of the impact of team size in team science. In particular, Google Scholar (with search terms such as “team science,” “team size,” “group size,” “number of members,” “number of authors,” and “number of inventors”) was used to identify relevant published articles on team science size (see References). In addition, for the identified articles, forward and backward citations of these articles were examined.

As the typical size of teams studied in the academic literature ranges from 2 to roughly 15 members (National Academies Press, 2015), this review does not consider multi-team systems (e.g., multiple teams of experts; see Asencio, Carter, DeChurch, Zaccaro, & Fiore, 2012), research centers (e.g., NSF Engineering Research Centers; see Boardman & Corley, 2008; NIH transdisciplinary research center grants; see Hall et al., 2012), scientific networks (international collaborations; see Wagner & Leydesdorff, 2005), online communities (e.g., Wikipedia; see Zhang & Zhu, 2011), crowdsourcing (e.g., MTurk; see Mao, Mason, Suri, & Watts, 2016), social dilemmas (e.g., collective goods; see Chamberlin, 1974) or other groups larger than 15 members. Moreover, this review does not address prior literature on individual productivity (e.g., Foster, Rzhetsky, & Evans, 2015; Leahey, Beckman, & Stanko, 2017; Lee & Bozeman, 2005) or institutional productivity (e.g., Shibayama, Baba, & Walsh, 2015; Stahl, Leap, & Wei, 1988).

Since the focus is on science teams, it is important to note how these teams compare to non-science teams that work outside of a scientific context. For example, science teams are more similar to non-science teams that perform intellectual tasks (McGrath, 1984) than to non-science teams that perform physical tasks such as pulling on a rope (e.g., Ringelmann effect; Ingham, Levinger, Graves, & Peckham, 1974) or clapping and shouting (e.g., social loafing; Latane, Williams, & Harkins, 1979). Science teams are also more similar in terms of scope of work and time frame to ‘real teams’ (e.g., software development teams, corporate product teams, health care teams) than ‘nominal groups’ (e.g., brainstorming groups in the lab; see Diehl & Stroebe, 1987). Finally, science teams operate as interacting groups in which members have influence over one another through interaction (e.g., behaviors in the presence of one other, creating products for one another, or communicating with one another; see Kelley & Thibaut, 1954) rather than non-interacting groups in which members combine opinions or judgments but do not actually interact (e.g., wisdom of crowds; see Larrick & Soll, 2006).

Evaluating robust and reliable evidence

In order to synthesize the academic literature on team size in science teams it is important to evaluate the evidence before providing recommendations for policy and practice. In general, the
stronger the evidence, the more specific the recommendations can be (and the weaker the evidence, the broader the recommendations should be). Three categories are used to classify the body of evidence on team size and team complexity in science teams:

1. Strong causal inference (e.g., laboratory experiments and field experiments)
2. Moderate causal inference (e.g., longitudinal studies with appropriate controls, such as prior individual experience and prior team experience)
3. Weak causal inference (e.g., cross-sectional surveys and observational studies)

It is worth noting that no previously published studies on team science could be classified as providing strong causal inference about the impact of team size on team process or team performance. For example, there are not any randomized controlled trials (RCTs) on how varying science team size impacts how well scientists work together or how well they perform. And even the larger-scale longitudinal studies providing moderate causal inference still suffer from an important methodological limitation around sample selection bias. This notable challenge to robust and reliable evidence is discussed in more detail below.

Sample Selection Bias. A popular approach to studying team science is through an analysis of publication authors, where all of the authors on a publication represent a “science team” (e.g., Adams, Black, Clemmons, & Stephan, 2005; Guimera, Uzzi, Spiro, & Amaral, 2005; Lee, Walsh, & Wang, 2015; Milojevic, 2014; Wu, Wang, & Evans, 2018). The set of publications becomes a sample, therefore any team that did not publish is not part of the sample. As a result, the sample of publications is composed of successful science teams, and does not represent the population of science teams more generally. To illustrate the selection bias – e.g., how a sample of science teams that were successful in publishing might be different from a sample of science teams that were unsuccessful in publishing – consider hypothetical stages of development in science teams.

Receive request for proposal (RFP): Some teams form right away to start working on a grant proposal request and other teams form but do not start working on a grant proposal request. Are successful teams more likely to start working on a grant proposal request than unsuccessful teams? If yes, then successful teams would differ from unsuccessful teams in ways related to team formation (e.g., better fit between member interests and the RFP, and potentially better team process working together such as getting off to a strong start).

Apply for a grant: Some teams that formed end up submitting a proposal and other teams do not. Are successful teams more likely to actually apply for a grant than unsuccessful teams? If yes, then successful teams would differ from unsuccessful teams in ways related to completing the proposal (e.g., better fit between member roles and completing the proposal, and potentially better team process working together such as efficiently dividing up who does what).

Receiving the grant funding: Some teams that submitted a grant proposal receive the funding and other teams do not. Are successful teams more likely to receive grant funding than unsuccessful teams? If yes, then successful teams would differ from unsuccessful teams in ways related to
proposal quality (e.g., better fit between member expertise and proposal quality, and potentially better team process working together such as generating and refining creative ideas).

Conducting research together: Some teams that receive grant funding conduct their research together and other teams split up the funding to conduct their research separately. Are successful teams more likely to conduct research together than unsuccessful teams? If yes, then successful teams would differ from unsuccessful teams in ways related to research integration (e.g., better fit between member complementarities and research integration, and potentially better team process working together such as smoothly communicating across different knowledge areas).

Writing papers: Some teams conducting research together write papers based on the funded proposal and other teams do not (e.g., if there are null results from the funded research). Are successful teams more likely to write papers based on a funded proposal than unsuccessful teams? If yes, then successful teams would differ from unsuccessful teams in ways related to research output (e.g., better fit between member execution and research output, and potentially better team process working together such as effectively writing up studies together).

Publishing a paper: Some teams that write papers get at least one paper published and other teams do not get any papers published. By definition, successful teams publish at least one paper in order to appear in the sample. If the odds of publishing increase when forming a team after receiving a request for proposal, actually applying for a grant, receiving the grant funding, conducting research together, and writing papers based on the funded proposal, then at each stage of development, successful teams are likely to differ from unsuccessful teams.

The sample selection bias is not limited to selecting the sample based on a dependent variable (i.e., science teams that were successful in publishing at least one paper). There are also concerns about the measure of team size in the sample of successful teams, and how the actual number of members in the sample of successful teams differed from science teams more generally. For example, what if a 5-member team formed in response to the RFP dropped two existing members before applying for the grant, added two new members as a condition for funding, dropped two members when conducting the research, and added two new members when writing up a paper that was published. A 5-member team (in the case of 5 authors on a publication) could have had 9 members, which is a notably larger team.

The implication of team size at the end of a project being different than team size at the beginning of a project extends further if a sample of successful teams differs from a sample of unsuccessful team in terms of why members joined or left a team. Members could have been added or dropped because of endogenous reasons (e.g., a team member wanted to bring in a friend from another project, or a team member wanted to leave because the project did not seem promising) or exogenous reasons (e.g., the program officer wanted the team to add an expert on a particular topic, or the proposal was funded at 75% of the requested budget and a member was dropped). Because all of the reasons why teams grew or shrunk are unobserved in the sample of successful teams who published a paper, it is possible that teams achieving more at each stage became larger (and teams achieving less at each stage became smaller). Thus the sample of successful teams could be biased in terms of how teams reached their ultimate size.
Finally, information about the publications used to measure both team size and team performance is concentrated in a few data sources, namely Google Scholar, Web of Science (Thomson Reuters/Clarivate Analytics), Scopus (Elsevier), and PubMed (National Center for Biotechnology Information). Though they vary in terms of public access (Google Scholar, PubMed) versus private access (Web of Science, Scopus), as well as the extent of coverage (e.g., peer-reviewed publications, conference proceedings, book chapters), many peer-reviewed publications will show up in all four data sources. As a result, the sample of science teams found in these data sources will differ from the population of science teams in a number of critical ways including an overrepresentation of teams that publish in English, an overrepresentation of teams from disciplines with indexed peer-reviewed journals, and an overrepresentation of teams from institutions that are in the business of producing research in peer-reviewed journals.

**Team Size**

"The group [should be] just large enough to do the work. If a task requires four sets of hands, then there should be four people in the group -- but no more than that (pg. 327)."

--- *The design of work teams* (Hackman, 1987)

This section synthesizes the published scientific evidence in a way that summarizes and clarifies what is known and what is not known about team size. It is important to note that team size for this synthesis is entirely based on the number of members (often authors of publications) and not the amount of resources devoted to the team (such as grant funding, equipment costs, or other expenses that might also reflect team size). In addition, performance is typically measured using outputs that are easy to count and comparable across teams like publications, patents, and citations, rather than other indicators of performance such as educational outcomes, translation into practice, and broader impacts that are more subjective (e.g., Cummings & Kiesler, 2007).

Based on the criteria described above, the review included empirical articles on science teams in which team size and team process (i.e., how the team works together) and/or team size and team performance (i.e., what the team produces) were measured. Steiner (1972) and others have noted the tradeoffs of team size in terms of process losses and performance gains. In larger teams there are potentially more *process losses* around motivation (e.g., free-riding), communication (e.g., keeping up with all members), and coordination (e.g., integrating different tasks). But in larger teams there are also potentially more *performance gains* via effort (e.g., more people working on task), expertise (e.g., solve problems more quickly), and division of labor (e.g., efficiently divide up tasks).

Findings from the literature review on team size suggest that while size and performance are positively related in science teams, size and process are negatively related in science teams. Note that papers are marked with [M] for moderate causal inference and [W] for weak causal inference to help evaluate the evidence. As a reminder, no papers were classified as having strong causal inference. In terms of team size and team performance, larger science teams produced more research papers (Cummings et al., 2013 [M]), journal publications (Adams et al., 2005 [M]; Cohen, 1991 [W]; Wuchty, Jones, & Uzzi, 2007 [M]), publication impact (e.g., Lee, Walsh, & Wang, 2015 [M]; Lariviere et al., 2015 [W]), patents granted (Bercovitz & Feldman,
2011 [M]), and patent impact (Breitzman & Thomas, 2015 [W]; Singh & Fleming, 2010 [M]) than smaller science teams. Larger teams were also more likely to make atypical combinations in terms of novelty and convention, which was associated with publication impact (Uzzi et al, 2013 [M]). Lee, Walsh, & Wang (2015 [M]) also found a (curvilinear) relation between team size and novelty. No studies indicated an overall neutral or negative relationship between team size and performance in science teams.

In terms of team size and team process, scholars have noted the bureaucratic challenges that accompany larger scientific collaborations (Chompalov, Genuth, & Shrum, 2002). For example, larger science teams reported more coordination costs, as indicated by fewer team meetings and knowledge transfer activities, than smaller science teams (Cummings & Kiesler, 2005 [W], 2007 [W]). Larger science teams also experienced more problems of misunderstanding and cultural differences (Walsh & Maloney, 2007 [W]) than smaller science teams. Given how few studies there were on science team process, it is also worth noting that larger non-science teams reported less satisfaction (Hackman & Vidmar, 1970), lower quality of experience (Aube, Rousseau, & Tremblay, 2011), less cohesion (Hoegl & Proserpio, 2004), lower perceived support (Mueller, 2012), lower perceived integration (Lichtenstein et al., 1997), lower rate of participation (Bray, Kerr, & Atkin, 1978), and more impersonal modes of coordination (Van de Ven, Delbecq, & Koenig, 1976) than smaller non-science teams.

Given the empirical findings, while funding larger teams is likely to increase member effort, expertise, and division of labor in the team, funding larger teams is also likely to make research integration more difficult. To further explore why team process is less likely to be studied than team performance, smaller-scale studies (e.g., dozens to hundreds of teams) were distinguished from larger-scale studies (e.g., thousands to millions of teams). Note that the articles are marked with \([N=x]\) where \(x\) indicates the number of science teams used in the statistical analyses. Published larger-scale studies without measures of team process (in order of size) include Lariviere et al. (2015 \([N = 32.5\text{ Million}]\)), Wuchty, Jones, and Uzzi (2007 \([N = 20\text{ Million}]\)), Adams et al. (2005 \([N = 2.4\text{ Million}]\)), Breitzman and Thomas (2015 \([N = 1.8\text{ Million}]\)), Singh and Fleming (2010 \([N = 255,378]\)), Lee, Walsh, and Wang (2015 \([N = 1493]\)), and Bercovitz and Feldman (2011 \([N = 1425]\)). In contrast, published smaller-scale studies with measures of team process (in order of size) include Cummings and Kiesler (2007 \([N = 491]\)), Walsh and Maloney (2007 \([N = 159]\), and Cummings and Kiesler (2005 \([N = 62]\)). It seems clear that team process is more challenging to study in larger-scale studies, and thus team process is typically ignored.

**Team Complexity**

"The variable of group size should be included in theories of group behavior, distinguishing where possible the effects that result from the interaction of group size with other independent variables and the effects arising from intervening variables that are dependably and nondependably associated with size (pg. 383)."

-- *Effects of group size* (Thomas & Fink, 1963)

When science teams add members from different disciplines, members from different institutions, and members who are responsible for different sub-tasks, they grow *both* in size and
in complexity. Team complexity captures the need to coordinate the work and manage dependencies among members (Malone & Crowston, 1994). For example, interdisciplinary teams have disciplinary differences in language and norms about the research process, multi-institutional teams have geographic dispersion and cultural differences across institutions, and teams with a variety of interdependent sub-tasks have differences involving various resources, tools, applications, databases, experiments, and other elements of the science. As a result of these kinds of complexity, research integration – combining the distinct expertise of members and their work into a unified whole – is more difficult (Balakrishnan et al., 2011; Salazar, Lant, Fiore, & Salas, 2012).

Compared to science teams working in one discipline at one institution on one task, science teams working interdependently across disciplines, institutions, and sub-tasks face more challenges managing coordination. As Steiner (1972) notes, there are more linkages to manage as teams with interdependent members grow exponentially larger (e.g., 2 member team, 1 linkage; 3 member team, 3 linkages; 4 member team, 6 linkages; 5 member team, 10 linkages; 6 member team, 15 linkages; 7 member team, 21 linkages; 8 member team, 28 linkages). Thus like with team size, team complexity can contribute to process losses (e.g., coordination costs/break into subgroups without integration) and performance gains (e.g., more resources, ideas, and perspectives). Size determined by the scope of the work (e.g., having different kinds of members because each member is needed to tackle the complex problem) is not the same as size determined by desired participation (e.g., having different kinds of members for the sake of having different kinds of members).

While the academic literature with published empirical articles on team science is becoming more established, the academic literature with published empirical articles on team complexity is still in its infancy. Three studies highlight research on the topic of team complexity. First, Jones, Wuchty, & Uzzi, 2008 [M]) show that multi-institutional teams are more highly cited when at least one member is from an elite institution. Second, Cummings et al. (2013 [M]) find that the marginal productivity of larger teams declined as their diversity increased in terms of (a) disciplines (as represented by the disciplines of the PIs) and (b) institutions (as represented by the universities of the PIs). Third, Lee, Walsh, & Wang (2015 [M]) examine field variety (measured by the areas of expertise represented on the team) and report a positive relationship with novelty (measured as the rareness of references cited together) but no relationship with being highly cited (measured as being in the top 1% of publications in the field that year).

Unfortunately, as with most of the studies linking team size to performance, studies linking team complexity to performance have not examined underlying team processes that could explain why more complex science teams are sometimes better (and sometimes worse) than less complex science teams. For example, how are disciplinary differences in language and norms about the research process resolved? How are geographic dispersion and cultural differences across institutions resolved? How are task differences involving various resources, tools, applications, databases, experiments, and other elements of the science resolved?
Policy Recommendations

This report reviewed the body of evidence on team size and team complexity in order to make recommendations to policy makers regarding the funding of team science. The target audience for these recommendations is policy makers who fund team science (NSF, NIH, DOD, Foundations, etc). A key assumption is that these policy makers want to allocate resources to teams in an optimal way to facilitate scientific breakthroughs and new discoveries. Resource allocation includes determining which teams should get funded and how much funding they should get.

Funding agency programs often set a budget range and time frame for proposals (e.g., some NSF Core Programs: Small Projects - up to $500,000 total budget with durations up to three years; Medium Projects - $500,001 to $1,200,000 total budget with durations up to four years; and Large Projects - $1,200,001 to $3,000,000 total budget with durations up to five years). Therefore, the policy recommendations are intended to help optimize the use of resources for science teams of varying sizes. While funding programs for centers (e.g., NSF Engineering Research Centers or Science and Technology Centers) have had extensive evaluation guidelines in the past to assess the potential return on investment, requiring coordination plans and other forms of prospective assessment for small and large teams has been limited.

Given that the evidence on previous empirical work on team size and team complexity was classified as providing weak to moderate causal inference, the specificity of recommendations is necessarily broad. Policy recommendations to consider for guiding the allocation of funding to team science include:

1. adding team size as a factor in the evaluation of proposals (e.g., to judge potential performance gains from each member on science team)

2. adding research integration as a factor in the evaluation of proposals with high complexity (e.g., to judge potential process losses from each additional discipline, institution, or sub-task on science team performance)

3. running experiments to assess how evaluating team size and research integration impacts team performance (e.g., to test whether having panels assess team size and/or research integration increases the likelihood of teams performing better once they are funded)

Suggestions for implementing these recommendations include:

1a. requiring PIs to justify team size in proposals (e.g., how each member will make an important contribution to the overall performance goals of the science team)

1b. requiring reviewers to evaluate team size justification in proposals (e.g., how important the contribution of each member is to the overall performance goals of the science team)

2a. requiring PIs to include research integration plans in proposals when team complexity is high (e.g., how members propose bridging disciplines, institutions, or sub-tasks)
(2b) requiring reviewers to evaluate research integration plans in proposals when team complexity is high (e.g., how feasible the proposed plans are for bridging disciplines, institutions, or sub-tasks)

(3) randomly assigning proposals to panels in which team size and research integration are evaluated or not evaluated (e.g., when a program has multiple panels, create a treatment group by having one or more panels include the evaluation of team size and/or research integration, and create a control group by having one or more panels not include the evaluation of team size and/or research integration).

Future Directions

"Economic and technological changes in research has stimulated the development of new forms of teamwork involving greater dependence of scientists on external authorities, greater centralization of authority in research organizations, and a complex division of labor involving professional technicians and professionals from various disciplines (pg. 241)."

-- Traditional and modern forms of scientific teamwork (Hagstrom, 1964)

Role of Team Process. Since prior published empirical work on science teams has focused primarily on performance (and not on process), it remains unclear why team size is positively related to performance. Are science teams different from other teams in how they experience process losses (e.g., fewer problems)? Are science teams different from other teams in how they benefit from performance gains (e.g., economies of scale)? Future research on science teams should examine team process in more detail, especially as it pertains to the different stages of development (e.g., applying for a grant, conducting research together, and writing papers). Teasing a part process losses (e.g., motivation vs communication vs coordination) and performance gains (e.g., effort vs expertise vs division of labor) in larger science teams is a natural place to start. Because science team process losses do not appear to undermine performance gains in larger-scale studies with archival data analyses, it suggests that incorporating the methods of smaller-scale studies (e.g., interviews, surveys) will be required to gain insight into why team size matters. Field experiments to study aspects of team science are particularly promising (Azoulay, 2012; Guinan, Boudreau, & Lakhani, 2013; Riedl & Woolley, 2017). These additional methods will likely be required to better understand the insidious effects of sample selection bias that continue to undermine a potentially robust and reliable evidence base on science team size.

Optimal Team Size. The myth of a universal optimal team size is predicated on the notion that all teams are doing the exact same task. As soon as the nature of work is considered, it becomes clear why an optimal team size for most physics, astronomy, or genomics teams is not going to be the same as an optimal team size for most psychology, sociology, or economics teams. And as the level of complexity in teams continues to increase, determining an optimal team size will depend on understanding how much interdependence is required among members. For example, an optimal size for teams with a clear division of labor strategy and low integration needed among members is going to be different than an optimal size for teams with no clear
division of labor strategy and high integration needed among members. Future research will benefit from exploring the conditions under which certain kinds of teams appear to find an optimal team size (e.g., process losses are minimized and performance gains are maximized). There is also much more to learn about when an optimal team size is good for productivity, such as producing more publications, versus producing novel or atypical ideas, such as publications that differ from what has come before (Funk & Owen-Smith, 2016; Lee, Walsh, & Wang, 2015; Uzzi, et al., 2013; Wu, Wang, & Evans, 2018). Another unanswered question is who is in the best position to judge whether a team needs more or fewer members, and whether they should be added earlier or later in the development of the science team. Evidence in other team contexts suggest that members are not good at estimating the consequences of increasing the size of the team (Brooks, 1995; Pendharkar & Rodger, 2009; Staats, Milkman, & Fox, 2012). And linking back to the challenge of sample selection bias, is optimal team size impacted by endogenous versus exogenous reasons behind adding researchers to (or dropping researchers from) larger versus smaller science teams?

Member Participation. There is relatively little discussion in published empirical articles on team science about how variation in member participation could impact team process and team performance. For larger-scale archival analyses this is likely because there is not consistent information on who did what and how much time each participant spent on the team, though some journals have recently adopted the practice of indicating who did what (which may or may not be the same as time spent). More insight into why certain members participated in certain parts of the research (e.g., during grant writing, during data collection, during data analysis, during publication writing) will also inform our understanding of team process and team performance. An interesting question for future research is to what extent multiple-team membership and having more “full-time” versus “part-time” members on a team impacts process and performance (e.g., Carayol & Matt, 2004; Cummings & Haas, 2012; Hoegl & Weiss, 2016; O’Leary, Mortensen, & Woolley, 2011). On the one hand, working on a greater number of other teams at the same time could give members access to new ideas and practices in their other teams, but on the other hand, working on a greater number of other teams at the same time could create bottlenecks and coordination problems. Finally, what is good for the team might not necessarily be good for the member, especially if individual productivity does not improve as a result of teamwork (cf. Bikard, Murray, & Gans, 2015; Fanelli & Larivière, 2016; Lee & Bozeman, 2005; Seglen & Aksnes, 2000; Stallings et al., 2013). Understanding how members make tradeoffs between participating in individual and team work (and between work on large and small teams) will also shed light on the extent of sample selection bias in research on science teams.

Size as Signal. Because the performance of science teams depends on human perceptions of quality (e.g., novelty, interest, credibility) rather than entirely objective measures of quality (e.g., time, cost, productivity), we do not know if the relationship between size and performance is entirely explained by what the teams actually produce. That is, a larger team may signal higher quality because size could convey positive information about the team (e.g., ability or competence) to an audience, much like advertising a product (cf. Nelson, 1974; Spence, 1973). In the market for academic ideas, an audience of grant panelists, journal editors, and article readers may perceive higher quality when there are more science team members (e.g., “…if there are more authors, the work must be better”). Similarly, team complexity (more disciplines, more
universities, and/or more interdependent sub-tasks, which is associated with higher team size) could also signal higher quality, especially if at least one of the institutions is well-known (Jones, Wuchty, & Uzzi, 2008). Thus it is important for future research to evaluate the role of signaling in larger, more complex teams. In some initial evidence from a grant proposal review process, Cummings & Kiesler (2008, pg. 1630) found that, conditional on proposal quality (as rated by reviewers in advance of panel discussion), funded proposals (based on panel ratings) were significantly larger and had significantly more universities than unfunded proposals. This suggests that sample selection bias is likely involved in putting larger, multi-institutional teams on the path for success well before the research is conducted and written up for publication.

Conclusion

As team science continues to grow in popularity for both scientists and funding agencies, it is important to take a critical view towards understanding the nature of the significant positive relationship between size and performance. Whether it is incorporating process measures into empirical studies of team science or teasing a part potential biases in favor of larger teams from the actual quality of their output, research can advance our knowledge of team science as well as shape the science policy that accompanies what is learned.

The policy recommendations based on the synthesis of published empirical results should inform government agencies (e.g., National Science Foundation, National Institutes of Health, and Department of Defense) and other organizations that fund scientific research. The recommended policies have the potential to guide the efficient allocation of resources in order to maximize the return on scientific investment. Societal benefits include funding team science in a way that facilitates complex problem solving, new research discoveries, and technological innovation.

This report began with the scenario of a funding agency program officer with US$1.5M remaining in the budget, and the question of when it is better to fund one larger team of 15 researchers ($1.5M for team) versus three smaller teams of five researchers each ($500,000 for each team). Thinking about the question from the perspective of team complexity, and the need for members to integrate across disciplines, institutions, or sub-tasks, might give different answers. If the goal is to publish new knowledge, and team complexity is low, then a larger team of 15 researchers (working relatively independently) will likely produce more publications than the three smaller teams of five researchers given that the larger team can scale up production through division of labor. If team complexity is high, then the three smaller teams of five researchers (each working relatively interdependently) will likely produce more publications than the larger team of 15 researchers given that the smaller teams incur much lower coordination costs when integrating their parts of the task.
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